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Preface
One billion users accessed the mobile Internet in 2021, and China has established the largest and most dynamic digital society in
the world.
In the Outline of the 14th Five-Year Plan (2021-2025) for National Economic and Social Development and the Long-Range Objectives
Through to 2035 released the same year, there was an entire chapter dedicated to "Accelerating Digital Development and Building
a Digital China“, proposing a new index to measure the added-value of core industries in the digital economy as a proportion of
GDP. It has also set a clear goal for the digital economy to rise from 7.8% in 2020 to 10% in 2025 – a growth rate of 28%. With
regards to China‘s national strategy, digitalization is highly acknowledged as a vital driver for high-quality economic development.
In the foreseeable future, digitalization will become the cornerstone of every aspect of business, and existing business models will
be redefined from a digitalization perspective. Sticking to conventions will only hinder development as the future becomes more
and more digital. Therefore, the question of how to thrive in an increasingly digital business world will become a long-standing
issue for enterprises.
Not surprisingly, Chinese enterprises will gradually reach a consensus on their digital transformation path in the next 30 to 50 years.
However, the COVID-19 pandemic has caught everyone off guard. In the past, digitalization only benefited certain enterprises, but
now it has become the key to survival for enterprises in all kinds of sectors. Driven by the pandemic, the digitalization of enterprises
has greatly accelerated, meaning that the digitalization process will be shorter, and is now expected to last just one or two decades.
Enterprises are marching into digitalization with unprecedented urgency. Implementing digitalization both in terms of sales and
customer interaction, i.e. "digital operation", is generally considered as the optimal path for enterprises on their route to digital
transformation.
Such a consensus stems from the purpose and value of digital operation. It can be summed up as the "3Ms“, i.e. More Users (an
increased number of users), More Usage (increased user interaction time), and More Subscribers (an increased number of private
domain users). These three aspects accurately reflect to the common demands of almost all enterprises - more revenue and faster
growth.

"3M" Value Model of iClick‘s Digital Operation
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Through conducting surveys, iClick published the 2021 White Paper on Digital Operation based on the Group's many years of indepth research on digital operations and the service experience of over 1,000 benchmark customers. This annual report is vital
reference material for all enterprises engaging in digitalization, currently attempting to achieve digitalization, increasing
digitalization, and those that are encountering problems and obstacles during the digitalization process.
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Content overview
This report will take a deep dive into the concepts, technologies and systems of digital operation, and provide a full review of the
background, current situation and development trends of digital operation through third-party authoritative data and our first-hand
insights.
On this basis, the report will introduce the two pillars of digital operation in enterprises: "SaaS“, representing the technical tools,
and "X" representing value-added services. Focusing on the entire interaction network between enterprises and consumers, this
report introduces the "SaaS + X" mode application cases for content creation, target marketing, sales conversion, and private
domain operation. Remarkable results can be seen from the related data.
We also will present how enterprises from different sectors and with diversified business models apply "SaaS + X" model to multiple
scenarios to create a successful digital operation chain for themselves, according to our real client showcases.
While outlining a benchmark case, we will discuss how the digital technology and operation methodology can be fully implemented
in all aspects of organization and teamwork in enterprises. Through a set of ready-to-use "self-checking“ maturity models for the
digital operation of enterprises, we provide enterprises with feasible development suggestions and action guidelines for each stage
of the digitalization process.
After experiencing the public domain and private domain eras, digital operation is now embracing the all-domain era. At the end of
the report, we will explore how enterprises can build an all-domain business “position”, scale up, reactivate existing traffic, and
make every decision quantifiable and predictable, so as to truly build a business strategy for sustainable growth through
digitalization.
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What is Digital
Operation?

1.1 Basic system of digital operation
Digital operation is not simply an IT upgrade. With digital operations, we will build new business models, offer novel
products and services, reduce costs, improve efficiency and create new sources of revenue for companies. For
example, for retail companies, common digital operational capacities include:

• Establishment of online stores on e-commerce platforms, mini programs, live streaming platforms, etc.; and LBS-

•
•
•
•
•
•

based online-offline integration.
Back-office operation systems for employees of online or O2O stores to manage sales promotions and view sales
performance.
Membership systems synchronized across online and offline channels that manage traditional rewards points as
well as digital membership marketing features such as coupons, distribution, lucky prize draws and bonus payment.
Full-end data integration management allowing us to collect consumer information such as basic characteristics,
interactive behaviors, purchase behaviors, interests, commodity preferences, etc.
Connection with mainstream digital media or social media (Douyin, Weibo, Xiaohongshu (Little Red Book), WeChat
Moments, etc.) to achieve precision advertising based on user data tags.
Connection with mainstream digital platforms (WeCom, etc.), so that sales and operating personnel can provide
personalized services or conduct customized community operations based on user tags
Digital brand content assets, such as sales pitches, advertising materials, event publicity materials, etc., which
employees can retrieve and access as and when necessary.

These capabilities are the external manifestations of digital operation. If they were summarized in the four aspects of
connecting multiple users, pooling various contents, linking diverse scenarios and analyzing data assets, the basis of
enterprise digital operation is formed.
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Briefly speaking:
1) Digitalized advertisements will reach users with various backgrounds, providing endless public domain traffic to the
consumer scenarios.
2) Thanks to the digitalized content marketing, diversified content may not only create traffic flow but also content
material specific for the diversified consumer scenarios.
3) The digitalized consumer scenarios in various forms, online or offline, from public domain or private domain, enable
sales conversion and also give birth to more channels and contacts connecting more users for advertisements and
content creation.
4) Replying on what is mentioned above, the enterprises will be enriched with first-hand data assets in their data archive,
and will be guided via data review and predictive modeling to prepare the strategies and launch the optimization
measures accordingly.
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1.2 Technology map of digital operation
With a general understanding of the digital operation system, it is important to clarify that all capabilities in this system are based
on the corresponding digital technology. To summarize, we have four technology categories - traffic, content, users and data, as
shown in digital operation technology map below.

Some common digital operation technologies
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Content technology

Ad Network

Ad Exchange
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User technology
Marketing automation

CRM
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LBS
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AI customer service

Real-time monitoring

CDP

Smart store
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1.3 Market positioning of digital operation
The consumer market has multiple players, beyond enterprises and retailers providing products and services and consumers. They
have different positioning and functions, and ultimately connect with each other to form a complete vertical chain.

Across the entire market, digital operation serves as a connecting link and plays a very important role. For example, it requires us to
fully understand product features and brand needs for launching marketing campaigns, and it also requires us to work closely with
different network service providers and user Apps to enhance interaction with consumers.

Position of digital operation in the chain of consumer market
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Why do We Need
Digital Operation?

2.1 Mega trend: China's digital economy provides vast
opportunities
The scale of the digital economy continues to grow, accounting for nearly 40% of GDP
In 2020, the value of China's digital economy reached 39.2 trillion RMB, an increase of 9.7% compared with 2019,
accounting for 38.6% of GDP in that year. The digital economy is playing an increasingly prominent role in the national
economy.

Scale of China's Digital Economy (2016-2020)

20.4%
15.1%

14.4%
9.7%

Tertiary industries have the highest digital economy penetration rate, providing fertile ground for
digital operations.
In tertiary industries more closely related to digital operations such as retail and catering, the penetration rate of
China's digital economy was as high as 40.7% in 2020, which was significantly higher than those of primary and
secondary industries.

Penetration Rate of China's Digital Economy from 2016 to 2020

Tertiary industries

Secondary industries

Primary industries

Data source: China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC)
Statistical Report on Internet Development in China, as of the end of June 2021
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The number of digital users exceeded one billion. Despite a slowing growth rate,
there is still room to increase dividend further.
The digital market has grown as a result of China’s large digital demographic dividend. In 2021, the number of
netizens in China was 1.011 billion, including 1.007 billion mobile netizens. After years of progress, the penetration
rate of digital users in China reached 71.3%.

Number and Penetration Rate of Chinese Netizens
/Mobile Netizens from 2016 to 2021

(RMB 100
million)

Data source: China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC)
Statistical Report on Internet Development in China, as of the end of June 2021

Users have developed digital lifestyle habits, and the digital consumer market
has gradually matured
According to the statistics for December 2020, the average monthly usage time of CMNET (China Mobile Net) users
was as much as 6.4 hours, up 4.9% year-over-year compared with the end of 2019, meaning that users spent an
average of 40% of their time (24 hours, excluding 8 hours of sleep) surfing the Internet with their mobile phones.
Such a large and loyal digital population has seen a digital consumer market emerge that is young yet already welldeveloped, providing a stage for enterprises to show off their abilities.

Daily average time spent by Chinese Internet Users each month from 2017 to 2020

(hours)

+7.3%
+22.6%

Data source: QuestMobile
China Internet Annual Report 2018 & 2020 China Internet Annual Report
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2.2 New situation: Increasing risks and
challenges during the pandemic
Most enterprises accelerated their digital transformation due to the pandemic,
and are expected to increase their investment
The COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020 almost put a complete stop to offline consumption, and digital operation has
become a lifeline for many enterprises in crisis. Faced with increasing risks and challenges, enterprises are relying more
and more on digital operation to improve their ability to overcome various obstacles and safeguard their survival.

A Digital Survival Survey involving 1,638 enterprises was conducted during the Pandemic. Over 60% of these enterprises
are expected to accelerate their digital transformation. Data from the same survey showed that more than 43.7% of
enterprises are willing to increase their digital transformation budget, with the expected growth rate ranging from 10 to
30%.

Influence of the COVID-19 Pandemic on the Progress of Enterprise Digital Transformation

No significant influence

Slightly slowdown

Greatly slowdown

Influence of the COVID-19 Pandemic on the Enterprises’ Digital Transformation Budget

Data source: Survey by Tencent Research Institute, together with
Qingteng University and WeChat Pay,
May 2020

With the alleviation of the pandemic, digital operation has further compensated for lost consumption. Once people’s
desire to consume fully returns, there will be greater growth momentum than before thanks to increased convenience
and a smarter consumer experience.
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2.3 New requirements: Users need to upgrade
their consumption experience
Enterprises no longer interact with users through one single channel,
and complex contacts need to be connected in an orderly manner
As digital terminals have become more popular, Chinese consumers and enterprises are using more and more digital
contacts. People become aware of brands and products through a series of contacts, but these contacts are scattered,
complex, and have influence on one another.
How can enterprises ensure that the content and experience for each contact to be consistent? How can timely user
interaction with each contact be ensured? And how can the budget of each contact be allocated sensibly to make the
most of a limited budget? It requires full-channel, full-contacts and integrated digital operation to connect various
departments in charge of different contacts, and more importantly, user data must be connected to realize closed-loop
marketing.

Before - Complex contacts between users and enterprises

After - Orderly contacts between user contacts and data

• Online search
• WeChat friend
recommendation

• Add to
shopping cart

• Purchase at
store

User
contact

• Product usage
• Member
activities

User
Data
Marketing Dept

E-commerce Dept

Offline Retail Dept
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Profound changes in user consumption characteristics have forced enterprises to conduct digital
operation
In the digital age, users are becoming increasingly accustomed to their interconnected environments, and are
becoming more personally unique, wiser and more independent. The information gap and blind spots between users
and enterprises have been smoothed out by the huge network. People want to consume anytime and anywhere, their
requirements regarding the consumption experience are getting higher and higher, and they express their satisfaction
or dissatisfaction and opinions more actively. As a result, enterprises need to adopt proper digital approach to cope
with these changes in user behavior.

How do enterprises cater to the changes in users' consumption experience needs

User
preference

Interconnected

User characteristics and needs

Enterprise handling strategy

Expect to buy goods and acquire services anytime and

Provide a simple, intuitive and quickly accessible consumption

anywhere

place across all channels online or offline.

Offer customized product recommendations, marketing

Personalized

Expect a personalized consumption experience

content, consumption process and post-clickstream marketing
services.

Intelligent

Independent

Can obtain and identify huge amounts of information through
the Internet and mobile terminals

Actively express their views and actively seek channels to
express them

Meet users' requirements for transparency and honesty, and
provide users with consistent experience as much as possible
on the basis of respecting platform differences.

Guide users to publish content, form social recommendations,
understand extensive opinions of users and carry out various
innovations.
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Status of Digital
Operation in
Enterprises

3.1 Market data insight
3.1.1 Digital marketing market
Marketing budgets continue to shift online, and the Internet advertising market keeps on growing.
In 2020, China's Internet advertising market reached RMB 543.93 billion, accounting for 59.5% of China's entire
advertising market, and this share is set to increase year by year. Despite being affected by the pandemic, 2020 saw
an increase of 12.6% compared with 2019, thanks to online Internet advertising.

Change in China's Internet Advertising Market from 2018 to 2022 (in RMB 100 million)
Internet advertising market
Other advertising markets

24.3%

Advertising market growth rate
Internet advertising market growth rate

18.0%
Growth rate

12.6%
10.2%

11.8%

11.2%

8.6%

10.5%
8.9%

5.4%
11069.5
10167.9
8674.3

9143.9
4,351.5

7987.4
4,088.6
3,704.8
3,844.2
3,872.9

4,094.5

4,830.1

5,439.3

6,079.3

6,718.0

Change in scale

Y2018

Y2019

Y2020

Y2021E

Y2022E

Online proportion

51.3%

55.7%

59.5%

59.8%

60.7%

Data source: QuestMobile, 2020 China Internet Annual Report
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Real time-consumer decision-making to facilitate marketing shift
from product advertising-effect integration to product-sales synergy.
The improving efficiency brought about by the Internet and mobile technology is causing marketing concepts and
marketing logic to change rapidly. As a result, the path users take from discovering products to purchasing them is rapidly
shortening.
In the past, enterprises needed to promote their development using exposure, cognition, affinity and purchase through
continuous brand building with users. Sales transformation was generally only present during the final procedure. Now,

products can be recommended immediately through KOL and social recommendation. Convenient purchase methods
allow users to collect products, add products to their cart and place orders immediately, which means that
transformation will happen everywhere over time.

Fundamental changes in consumer decision links

Traditional path

Current path

First

First
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contact

Second

contact

Second
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contact

Recomme
ndation

Add to
cart
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order
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Affinity
Third

Third

contact

contact

Trust

Repurchase

Purchase
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N-th
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N-th

Loyalty

Sharing
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Proportion of Advertising Expenses for E-commerce Platforms used for the Landing Page in 2020
For the above reasons, the marketing needs of
The landing page is the e-commerce platform

enterprises have both transformation effects from
the

22.8%

previous

brand

building

and

guide

the

coordination of products and sales more actively.
Today, enterprises are paying more attention to the

sales growth that can be directly driven by

77.2%

advertising, which requires a shorter path from
advertising to purchase. Data show that in 2020,
22.8% of online advertising landing pages were
directly linked to the e-commerce platform in order

Data source: QuestMobile, 2020 China Internet Annual Report

to meet the needs of enterprises.
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Media are chosen based on traffic and revenue streams,
and the share of short video and e-commerce platforms is increasing
With consumption moving more and more to online platforms, companies are taking actions on content and landing
pages while favoring platforms that generate revenue more easily, and are choosing media to advertise on according to
current traffic trends.
Data show that the market share of e-commerce and short video advertising has continued to grow in recent years and it

is expected to increase by 4% and 119% respectively in 2020 compared with 2018.

Market Share of Different Types of Advertisements from 2018 to 2021
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Data source: QuestMobile, April 2020 statistics
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3.1.2 Smart retail market
Online retail continues to penetrate, providing a strong boost for smart retail.
According to the National Bureau of Statistics, during the six years from 2015 to 2020, China's online retail sales continued
to grow, with sales in 2020 reaching RMB 11.76 trillion.
Meanwhile, the share of online retail sales has also risen rapidly, accounting for 30% of total retail sales in 2020.

Size and share of the Online Retail market in China from 2015 to 2020

Online retail sales (RMB 100 million)
Total retail sales of social consumer goods (RMB 100 million)
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270000
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90000
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0
Y2015
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Y2017
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Y2020

Data source: National Bureau of Statistics, iClick

Online retailing is primarily digital in nature, and its continuous penetration is giving a major boost to the
development of smart retailing. In 2020, China's smart retail market was worth RMB 387 billion, accounting for 1% of
China's total retail sales in that year. It is estimated that by 2022, China's smart retail market will have reached RMB
1.8 trillion, with a compound growth rate of 116%.

China Smart Retail Market Growth from 2017 to 2022 (RMB100 million)
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Data source: ASKCI Corporation
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Offline retail is embarking on the path of smart transformation, and digital operation is
becoming the focus of investment
Online retail is in full swing, but offline retail still accounts for 70% of the entire retail market. Only by solving the
problems faced by offline retail enterprises through digital operation can the size and share of smart retail truly
achieve explosive growth.
According to the survey data released by the Ten Billions of Industrial Institute and China Chain-Store & Franchise
Association respectively, we summarized the digital investment of common offline formats and found that:
67% of shopping malls, 74% of brand stores and 84% of convenience stores have started digital transformation.

Digital Transformation of Offline Retail Enterprises with Different Business Formats

67%

74%

Shopping mall

84%

Brand store

Convenience store

Focusing on the question "What digital technologies have been applied by enterprises", the shopping malls and brand
stores were surveyed respectively, and it was found that the investment focus of enterprises at present are digital
marketing and operation technologies such as cloud store malls, live broadcasts, online shopping guides and
membership systems.

Types of digital technology applied by enterprises

Digital marketing and operation
Cloud store, Live broadcast,
Online shopping guide, Member
system

88%
76%

Online management
Collaborative office, Task
management, Visual shop
operation

63%
72%

57%

Data aggregation and driving
Digital customer flow, data noninductive collection

Intelligent decision-making
Intelligent management of
equipment, dynamic price tag,
unmanned stores

31%

22%
17%

Shopping malls
Brand stores

Data source: Ten Billions of Industrial Institute, China Chain-Store & Franchise Association,
iClick

Under the concept of digital operation, online e-commerce and physical retail are gradually moving from
independence and decentralization to integration, cooperation and additional advantages. As more and more
enterprises increase their investment in smart retail, digital operations will lead to the development of new omnichannel, all-category, all-time and all-experience activities for all online and offline customers.
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Traffic shows that the trends of decentralization
and private domain e-commerce based on WeChat ecology are increasing in size.
As the customer acquisition cost of centralized platforms continues to rise, the trend of traffic decentralization is
clear. In the past few years, private domain traffic under WeChat social ecosystem has developed rapidly. According to
the survey data, the service accounts (72%), subscription accounts (54%) and mini programs (46%) of enterprises have
the highest utilization rate. The digital operation of enterprises is based on the collaborative matrix of these
applications, creating new marketing methods and closed-loop marketing.

Utilization Rate of Different Applications in the WeChat Ecosystem by Enterprises

Service account

72%

Subscription
account

0

54%

Mini program

0

46%

WeChat
community

1

34%

1

Source: MalltoWin Lab, China Chain-Store & Franchise Association

According to WeChat Open Class data, in 2020, the annual growth rate of mini program ecological GMV was 100%. The
annual growth rate of physical commodity transactions was 154% and the daily active number reached 440 million. 5.5
million companies opened self-operated mini programs and GMV increased by 255%, which not only ushered in the
milestone of a single mini program GMV breaking 10 billion, but it has also seen 20 enterprises generate GMV exceeding
RMB1 billion, and over 80 enterprises generate GMV exceeding RMB 100 million. According to recent calculations and
statistics, private e-commerce GMV currently account for 10-20% of the brand e-commerce market.

Performance of Various Indicators of WeChat Mini program Ecosystem in 2020

100

%

154

Annual growth of mini
program GMV

5.5

Million

Number of self-operated
mini program enterprises

%

440

Annual growth of physical
commodity transactions

255

%

Annual growth of self-operated mini
program GMV

Million

Number of daily active
users of mini programs

10~20

%

Highest market share of private
domain traffic GMV

Data source: WeChat Open Class
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Users' private domain consumption habits are developed,
and private domain information has a marked influence on purchase intention.
According to Tencent Marketing Insight data, 42% of consumers have developed the habit of using private domain
contacts, 79% of consumers have purchased products in private domains in the past year, and 45% of them said they
would increase their purchase frequency.

Usage and Consumption of Users in Private Domain Contacts

79%

42%

Have developed the habit of
using private domain contacts

45%

Have purchased products in
private domain in the past year

The frequency of private domain consumption
will increase in the future

Data source: Tencent Marketing Insight

In the private domain, consumers are both the recipients and promoters of information, which makes the e-commerce
model change from the traditional "people looking for goods" to "goods looking for people".
According to the survey, 80% of users in private domains are willing to share socially, while 74% say that their
consumption decisions are influenced by private domain content.
Consultancy Nielsen has also investigated the impact of information from WeChat official accounts and WeChat friends
on users' purchase plans. They found that 40% of users will make unplanned purchases and pre-planned purchases, while
another 40% will change their purchase plans or tend to buy the brand products in the planned categories.

Influence of Private Domain Information on Users' Consumption Behavior

Data Source

80%

Willing to share with
friends

7

7

14

12

27

18
22

74%

Consumer decisions are
influenced by private domain
content
Data source: Tencent Marketing Insight

Influence on Consumers

25
17

Pay no attention
to the information
Not be influenced by it
Purchase in excess
of planned quantity
Change the plan
and buy the product

24

12

15

WeChat official
account

Forwarding by
friends

Make an unplanned purchase
if the category is in the plan
Purchase with a plan

Data source: Nielsen, Meet the Future of Chinese Consumers in the
Era of Big Connection
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3.2 iClick Data Insight
3.2.1 Digital marketing customers
After the pandemic outbreak, the advertising budget of enterprise customers rebounded rapidly
and the competition for public domain traffic became more and more fierce
We took the sum of the monthly advertising indexes of the TOP 200 iClick digital marketing customers since 2002 and
found that in the early stage of the outbreak, the overall advertising actions of enterprises were relatively
conservative and the index dropped rapidly. With the arrival of the third quarter of 2020, the index rebounded rapidly
and has continued smoothly to this day.

Monthly Change Trend of Enterprise Customer Advertising Index
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We selected four representative industries,
namely FMCG, retail, network services, and
finance, in order to record the changes of
the advertising indices of their TOP10
customers and draw trend charts.
The analysis found that the FMCG
advertising index ushered in explosive
growth when it resumed in the second
quarter of 2020, and it was the first industry
to pick up as the pandemic restrictions
started to ease. However, recovery in the
retail sector has been relatively stable, but
growth
has
continued
to
increase
significantly in 2021.

500
400
300
200
100
0
2020Q1

2020Q2

2020Q3

2020Q4

2021Q1

2021Q2

* Based on the label classification of
Tencent's advertising media: FMCG refers to
beauty, daily use, food and beverage, etc.;
retail refers to durable goods such as shoes,
clothing and bags, as well as retail channels
such as supermarkets and stores.

Data source: iClick advertising insight database
Statistics as of the end of August 2021 only showed their respective growth trends and
the absolute values were not comparable.
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With both interactive and consumption attributes, KOL recommendation and marketing
position are of prominent value.
By analyzing the TOP 200 customers in iClick‘s digital marketing department, it was found that compared with the
same period last year, these customers’ involvement in content marketing increased significantly in the first half of
2021. In addition, the average penetration rate increased from 32.2% in the first half of 2020 to 45.0%, with an
increase rate of 39.6%. This means that from the perspective of enterprises, more and more customers realize that
brand building and sales promotion can be achieved more effectively through content marketing.

Changes in Enterprise Customer Content Marketing Participation

46.6%
49.3%
40.6%

Content marketing penetration rate 45.0%

42.2%
39.6%
37.2%
27.1%

Content marketing penetration rate 32.2%

2020Q1

+39.6%

2020Q2
2020Q3
2020Q4

Content marketing penetration rate
increased year-on-year in 2021H1

2021Q1
2021Q2
2021Q3

As a result, recommendation through KOLs has become a greater part of enterprises’ marketing budget. We
investigated and estimated the budget input of these customers' content marketing and found that their share in the
marketing budget rose from 7.5% in 2020 to 8.4% in 2021, with a growth rate of 11%.

Changes in Budget share Undertaken by Enterprise Customer Content Marketing

7.5%

8.4%

+11%

Share of
content marketing
budget

The share of the content marketing budget

increased in 2021

Y2020

Y2021E

Data source: iClick Advertising Insight Database, statistics as of the end of August
2021
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3.2.2 Smart retail customers
The construction of private domains by enterprises is in full swing,
and beauty, household and personal care products, and food have become popular categories.
We took a look at the changes in the number of fans in the TOP 50 WeChat official accounts and the number of
WeCom existing users. Data shows that in the first half of 2021, the total number of fans in WeChat official accounts
increased by 12.3% month-on-month compared with the end of 2020, while the total number of WeCom existing users
rose more sharply month-on-month, reaching 66.9%.

Growth of Enterprise Customer WeChat Official Accounts and WeCom Existing Users

Existing WeChat official account followers

700

+12.3%

525
2020H1

2021H1

350

+66.9%
Existing WeCom followers

175

0
Jan

Mar

May

Jul

Sep

Nov

Jan

Mar

May

2020H1

2021H1

2021

2020

In terms of revenue, the total private domain GMV of these customers in the first half of 2021 increased by 16.7%
compared to the first half of 2020. If these customers are counted according to their categories, the average growth
rates of GMV of customers in beauty and skin care, department stores, and food and beverage are higher than the
market average, increasing by 72.3%, 32.5% and 19.2% respectively, which corresponds to current private domain
operations.

GMV Growth Rate of Representative Category Private Domain E-commerce

+72.3%

+32.5%

Beauty and skin care

Daily cosmetics

+19.2%

+16.7%

Food and beverage

Market average

Data source: iClick Smart Retail Data Platform, statistics as of June 2021
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Outstanding characteristics of private domain users: Many middle-aged and
female users. High penetration rates in first-and second-tier cities.
iClick gained insights into the TOP 50 customers of Smart Retail Division, and made comparisons based on inter-city, age and gender distribution of users in its
self-operated mini program mall, the public domain integrated e-commerce platform, and the Chinese netizens market, and found some remarkable
characteristics.
1) In terms of gender distribution, nearly 70% of private e-commerce users are women, which is significantly higher than the e-commerce and netizens
market combined.
2) In terms of age distribution, although consumption of private e-commerce is consistent with that of integrated e-commerce of users born after 1985, it can
also be seen that the share of users aged 40 and above in private e-commerce is significantly higher than that of integrated e-commerce, which is closer to
that of the netizen market. This may depend on WeChat having a higher penetration rate among middle-aged and elderly people than e-commerce apps.
3) In terms of location, the proportion of users in first-and second-tier cities of private e-commerce is slightly higher than that in public e-commerce, but
compared with the netizens market, there is still room for the market to sink.

Comparison between the Characteristics of Private Domain E -commerce Users and Public E-commerce and
Chinese Netizens Market

iClick private domain
e-commerce

Public domain platform
e-commerce
69.2%

Female

Chinese netizens
market

56.6%

49%

Gender
39.8%

Male

24 and
below

25-29

43.4%

26.4%

51%

28.3%

20.0%

22%

27.4%

26%

Age
38.7%

30-39

City

40 and
above

14.9%

First-tier
cities

15.9%

Fourth-tier cities
and below

34%

6.8%

19%

15.5%

34.9%

Secondtier cities
Third-tier
cities

37.5%

18.6%

30.6%

8%

31.0%

19.5%

33%

25%

34.1%

34%

Data source: iClick Smart Retail Data Platform, August 2021;
According to the summary calculation of public information such as the annual reports of Taobao, Jingdong, Pinduoduo and
other head e-commerce platform enterprises.
iResearch; CNNIC Statistical Report on Internet Development in China, June 2021;
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The consumption behavior of private domain users complements that of the public domain.
They prefer medium priced products, and spending sprees during commercial festivals is high.
By selecting the SKUs of TOP5 hottest goods in these customers' self-operated e-commerce mini programs respectively and comparing
them with the hottest products in the self-operated Tmall flagship store, we can find that the unit price of hot products in private ecommerce is more concentrated between ￥50 and ￥150. However, the unit price of hot products in public e-commerce is lower than
￥50 or higher than ￥150, which is more spread out than that in private e-commerce.

Such price preference is more obvious in distinct categories. The average price of hot goods in the private domain is higher than that of
hot goods in the public domain in the food and beverage sector and department stores with low unit prices. However, the average price
of hot goods in the private domain is lower than that of hot goods in the public domain in the field of personal beauty care brands with a
higher unit price.

Comparison between SKU Average Price of TOP5 Private E-commerce Hot goods and Public E-commerce

Food and
beverage

Beauty cosmetics and
skin care

Department store

￥50
Public
Domain

Private
Domain

Public
Domain

Private
Domain

Public
Domain

Private
Domain

Unlike the public domain e-commerce platform, which is keen on creating “commercial festivals" and features concentrated around
spending sprees, the growth of private domain e-commerce spending sprees is often linked to real festivals, such as New Year's Day,
Spring Festival, Valentine's Day, Christmas Day and the Mid-Autumn Festival. In addition to the increase of users' own consumption
plans brought about by festivals, since enterprises adopt different operation strategies from public domain e-commerce, they usually
use holidays to reward members and conduct limited-time promotional activities.

Trend of Private E-commerce Spending Sprees
500,000
New Year
's Day

Spring
Festival

400,000
Valentine‘s
Day

300,000

Mid-Autumn
Festival

Christmas
Double 11

200,000

618

100,000

0

Sep

Aug

Jul

Jun

May

Apr

Mar

Feb

Jan

Dec

Nov

Oct

Sep

Aug

Jul

Jun

May

Apr

Mar

Feb

Jan

2020

2021
Data source: iClick Smart Retail Data Platform, statistics as of September 2021
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The Two Pillars of Digital
Operation: SaaS and X

4.1 From Tools to Achievements, Intelligent Upgrade of
Digital Operation
How can enterprises move towards digitalization faster and more effectively? Some think that "SaaS" can lead enterprises to

digitalization, but simply changing tools is not sufficient to bring qualitative breakthroughs to enterprise digitalization. Technology cannot
solve all the problems encountered by enterprises in digital operation, or even solve the core problems themselves. Regardless of how
good the technological tools are, if they do not match the business needs, and employees do not know how to use them, cannot use
them well, or lack operational methodology, they cannot realize their true potential.
Our understanding of digital operation requires huge improvements. In fact, in addition to the crucial "SaaS", enterprises need more
value-added services. iClick has summarized these value-added services matched with technology in two pillars: "SaaS" and "X", which
together support enterprise digital operations.
Within the scope of "SaaS"iClick offers diagnosis, technology and training for enterprises, and collects, abstracts and refines the personalized needs of enterprises
based on a standardized digital operation product matrix, then customizes the most suitable system solutions for enterprises.
Within the scope of "X"iClick coordinates internal and external resources for enterprises, provides execution teams and continuously reviews and optimizes the
execution, and assists enterprises at every step of the marketing and operation process with its nurse-level service. iClick can even
provide hosting services fully covering an enterprise’s digital operations.
Only when cognition and method go hand in hand can we find a path to sustainable development. Based on the cognition of creating
achievements with customers, iClick always follows the "three-phase" method of diagnosing problems with knowledge, forming solutions
with technology and boosting performance through operations as shown in the following figure.

iClick "Three-phase" Theory on the Operating Results
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4.2 "SaaS" capability,and infrastructure of digital
operation
The following is an iClick product matrix, containing three platforms of advertising, data operation, social retail,
including the core "SaaS" capabilities for enterprise digital operation, all of which lay a sound foundation for success.

iClick Digital Operation "SaaS" Capability Matrix

Advertising
iAccess

iFans

iAdmanager

DSP-omni-channel smart ad placement platform
Cross-screen
combination

Multimedia
docking

Audience orientation

Frequency control

Intelligent advertisement delivery and hosting system KOL and content marketing insight analysis platform

Homologous ID
deduplication

Multi-account
management

Batch creation

Time-sharing budget

Web celebrity list

Web celebrity
screening

Web celebrity
contrast

Effect monitoring

Multi-templa-te
hosting

Intelligent bid

Intelligent stop loss

Content list

Hot word trend

Operational data

Automatic time
announcing

AI trend simulation

AI parameter adjustm
ent suggestion

Interaction trend

Delivery insight

Brand comparison

Facilitate precision brand delivery with Tencent Data

Data operation
iAudience
DMP-Consumer Data Insight Platform
Data aggregation

Data visualization

Brand analysis

Competitive
product analysis

Cluster
amplification

Market analysis
Audience insight

Access DSP to enhance delivery effect

iEngine

Changxun business consultant

CDP-All-domain Customer Data Platform

Private Domain Mini Program CDP

Data anchor point

Structured data

User label

Real-time compass

Overview of
performance
Commodity
analysis

Transformation
analysis

Fission analysis

Customer insight

User stratification

Value analysis

Loss prediction

Channel
attribution

Funnel analysis

Look-alike

Business system AI

Coupon analysis

Traffic analysis

Social retail
Changxun mini program shopping mall
Private domain mall construction and management system
Store template
Store management
Inventory management

Page component
Commodity management
Traffic tool

Changxun iSCRM
Private domain customer relationship operation system

Marketing function

WeCom dynamic QR
code

Customer label

Fission management

Contact management

Order management

Quick communication

Service statistics

Loss statistics

Community
management

Dismission succession

Shopping guide
distribution

Membership management

Mass messaging

Message risk control

iSmartGo

iParllay

One-stop cross-border private domain e-commerce solution

Private domain automated marketing management and growth platform

Low code mini program template

Store operation management
back office

Marketing campaign tools

Fission poster

H5 form

Group messaging
management

Content material
library

Private domain traffic tool

User operation tool

Data management module

Scenario configuration

Customer life cycle

Automatic behavior
recognition

Automatic
event tracking

Cross-border advertising
promotion

Cross-border payment
channel

Automatic marking

Automated workflow

WeChat customer
service

Data report

Cross-border logistics docking
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4.3 "X" service, value-added digital operation
To help enterprises use the above digital SaaS tools and give full play to the greater value of technology, iClick not
only provides customers with basic online training and Q&A services, but also offers more value-added services
around the scenarios covered by these tools, such as project execution, and agency operation hosting, effectively
solving the shortage of digital operation manpower and capacity of some enterprises.

iClick "X" Digital Operation Service Matrix

Advertising
purchasing service

Choose the appropriate media
delivery combination

Produce advertising
creative materials

Eliminate multi-level middlemen and have
strong media negotiation ability

Dedicated personnel monitors the advertising
effect and make dynamic optimization

Platform traffic mining and
activity reporting

Professional case closing
analysis report

Flexible bidding strategy, win-win of cost
and effect

Planning and implementation of
creative marketing scheme

Cross-industry
cooperation docking

Multi-platform annual content
marketing full hosting

Replacement of new media
resources and traffic

Brand new media account
operation

Choose the best KOL delivery
combination

Planning and production of graphic, video
and live broadcast content

Celebrity business docking on
various platforms

E-commerce operation
service

Content marketing
service

Design and construction of
mini program store

WeCom shopping guide and community
management service

Commodity combination
Configuration and on-shelves
and down-shelves management

WeChat customer service
hosting service

Planning and implementation of shopping malls,
communities and fission activities at each node

Domestic and overseas
warehousing and logistics services

WeChat official account hosting and content
production operation and maintenance

Domestic and overseas
payment services

Insight analysis of industry and
competitive products

Diagnosis and planning of data
center system

Domestic and overseas
consumer research

Customized AI analysis
model

Data burying point and
cleaning service

Standardized labeling
system consulting

Business system docking and customized
development services

Data synchronization and
visualization technical services
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Typical "SaaS + X"
Digital Operation
Scenarios and Cases
for the Market

Four new "SaaS + X" Digital Operation Scenarios
The market has grown and so have consumers. The "good old days" when a brand could become popular through a simple
set of advertising slogans is gone forever. If an enterprise wants to achieve growth both in terms of brand volume and
sales volume, it needs to consider the competitiveness of the product itself, the accuracy of its advertising reach, and the
smoothness of the transformation link. It must also pay attention to retaining consumers and forming a strong emotional
connection with them.
Therefore, the end-to-end digital business system is a cyclical process consisting of category strategy, product innovation,
content construction, effect flow, channel distribution, and private domain operation, and enterprises need to put in
place to help brand growth.

Six underlying steps to help brand growth

Category innovation

Private domain
operations

Help brands find new pockets of value in
competitive markets through data insights
and consulting services
Product factors

• Mini program development &
operation and maintenance;
• Enterprise WeChat SCRM
• Changxun CDP
• Marketing automation (MA)

• Category innovation
• Appearance orientation
• Quality and efficiency
• Spirit and attitude

Content construction

【Media】：
Xiaohongshu, Weibo, WeChat, Bilibili,
TikTok, Kwai, etc.

Channel distribution

【Distribution channels】:
WeChat, TikTok, Kwai, PDD etc.

【Product】：
iFans, Kuaitici, Zhibo++

【Product】:
Changxun distribution system,
shopping guide distribution system,
cloud shop system
Effect advertising

【Field-wide traffic matching】
iAdmanager Intelligent Advertisement
delivery and hosting system, iAccess
Programmatic Buying Platform

iClick embedded its existing "SaaS" products and "X" value-added services into the six steps above, forming four digital operation "SaaS + X" scenarios:
1)
2)
3)
4)

"Brand Content Construction and Marketing Scenario", to capture the minds of users through the value of recommendation
Efficient access to the public domain to achieve the "all-domain precision based streaming scenario" to attract consumers
Online and offline linkage to promote the "multi-channel distribution transformation scenario" for consumer purchasing
Development of a "private domain user retention operation scenario" to cultivate user loyalty and stave off competition

What kind of reshaping effect have these scenarios brought to the digital operations of enterprises? How have they improved operating efficiency and
increased the income of enterprises? Below, we will analyze each scenario and demonstrate cases to get a close look at a glimpse of their operations.
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5.1 Brand content construction and marketing
scenarios
As a relatively new field, KOL content marketing is filled with positive and negative aspects. As many enterprises lack the
corresponding awareness, they make little impact and may even have a negative effect despite investing a large share of
their budget in such services.
How can enterprises avoid falling into traps when utilizing KOL? It is necessary to adopt various content delivery
strategies in line with industry characteristics and development stages of enterprises. In addition, enterprises need to
choose the right time and platform, and produce high-quality content that enhances users' sense of identity through KOL,
word-of-mouth, recommendations, transformation, "cultivation", and "harvesting".

"Five Major Problems" and the "Four-Step Solution" for successful KOL Cooperation

5 major problems

4-step solution

Poor selection
of KOLs

The selected platform and
marketing plan
did not match the actual
needs of brands

Selection of
‘fake’ KOLs

KOLs seem to have many
fans, but they
lack real and natural
interaction

Weakened
branding

Poor cooperation with
KOLs affects the brand
image

Damaged
branding

KOL flops
give the brand a negative
reputation.

Poor result

Target users have no sense
of marketing content,
low popularity and poor
transformation

Brand diagnosis and strategy formulation
Brand analysis, Product analysis,
Competitive product analysis, Strategic plan

KOL search and content selection
KOL data, KOL word of mouth, KOL tonality,
Past cooperative brands, Content quality, Content
form, Content Style

iFans

Project management and efficient execution
Schedule, Contract, Creation, Risk Management

Case closing analysis and continuous
optimization
Closing report, Attribution analysis,
Strategy optimization

KOL delivery effect of a brand after adopting the "four -step solution" of iClick content marketing

CTR higher than industry
average

30%

Monthly search volume
higher than pre-project
volume

5 times
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Year-on-year increase
in exposure under the
same budget

116%
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In the "four-step solution", brand diagnosis and strategy formulation drive success. Different categories contain
different levels of competition. The competitive advantages of different brands can be high or low. The size of
audiences and the distance from end users determine the attractiveness of brand marketing. Just like lipstick
advertising, compared with car advertising, it can always resonate with more people. At the beginning of the project,
we must fully understand the brands’ characteristics and their advantages and disadvantages, and adopt different KOL
strategies.

KOL strategies that can be adopted by different categories and brands

Suitable for mass launch to maintain
market dominance

✓ Travel hotels

✓ Sports

✓ Automobile

Strong

Launch conservatively to avoid risk
✓ Home furnishings

✓ Food
✓ Appliances

Mass launch
Targeted launch
Cautious launch

Cautious launch and
concentrate resources on superior
products

No advantage and not recommended
for content launch

Low

Focus on short-term exposure to
capture the minds of users

✓ Pets
✓ Mother, baby & parenting

Medium

Select well-matched KOLs for launch,
Market
and
Attractive Increase launch of the most attractive advertising and conversion are the
segments
ness
core

High

✓ Beauty & Skincare
✓ Fashion / Luxury

Worthy of increasing the marketing
budget and increasing launches

Selective launch and reinforcement of
strengths in vertical KOL

✓ Digital products

Medium

Low

Business Strength

Choosing the right people and producing the right content is the key to success in content marketing. In the past,
some brands often only used number of fans to measure success. Nowadays, the search team comprehensively
evaluates the various conditions of KOL not only from a professional perspective, but also through professional KOL
marketing value analysis platform iFans by iClick. Evaluation can also be conducted based on the KOL’s exposure,
interaction, collection, CPE, conversion ability, and other aspects to effectively remove exaggerated traffic.

How does iFans find the right people and content for the brand?

There are related topics or content

The tonality is basically
the same

Influence

Requirements

YES

Fans: 1.2m
Reading volume: 150,000
Interaction: 9%
C P E : 6 . 0 RMB

The platform meets the requirements

There are real data

Active and real interaction

Bonus
conditions

NO

Multimedia material

Fans: 1.02m
Reading volume: 22,000
Interaction: 6.2%
C P E : 2 7 RMB

Experienced

Strong stability
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FOTILE: Enhancing content marketing
Leading the new wave of generation Z home living
In 2020, FOTILE joined forces with iClick to launch the "Better Home Living" project on Xiaohongshu. It worked with a
network of high-quality KOLs to spread word of mouth and recommendations, and enhanced content marketing of the
household appliance industry in Xiaohongshu. In addition, it fully explored the official marketing resources of the
Xiaohongshu platform and jointly built a strong household and home recommendation-based community with a sense
of style and design.

During implementation of the project, FOTILE's brand index ranking rose dramatically (from 940 to 129) and the
interactivity of the delivered content surpassed the performance of competitor products and benchmarking at the
same time, successfully creating the first IP-based gameplay activity in the household appliance sector.

Strive to promote word of mouth

Select the right KOL

Put high-quality contents on top and users can
accept recommendation easily

#Identify#
Directly reach target users of FOTILE, enhance the
brand through high-quality KOLs in the field of
fashion, home, mother and baby, food, pets and
other fields, and create a matrix of head + waist +
tail + KOC to create product popularity.

Selection

Recommendation

Popularization

# Multidimensional decision #

# KOL matrix #

# Fine operation #

Release the right conte

#Matching People and goods#
Identify
brand
power

Conduct in-depth analysis of FOTILE’s home
appliance product characteristics and application
scenarios, determine the main recommendation
products based on the needs of consumers and
produce content that users like to attract the
attention of more people.

Identify
new
product
power

Identify
price
power

Identify
source
group

Identify
the
triggers

Plan
trigger
material

Find the
right
channel
and time

Optimiz
e the
onsite
channel

Make
creative
play
combinati
ons

Make full use of platform marketing resources
Conduct marketing activities + enterprise operation and maintenance, maximize use of these platforms resources, precipitate
high-quality content in the topic, and stimulate more UGC at the same time

Official events

+19.8m
Cumulative content exposure

Initiate activity topics

PingFang SC Regular

Hot search topics

+180k
Natural increment of UGC content

Use IP stickers

+88k
Number of interactive recommendations

Search for ONEBOX

811th
Ranking for interactive recommendations

Statistical range: 2020.1-2020.12
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Lingnan University: Content is interaction, and we can use
suitable audience language to communicate with generation Z
After the DSE (Hong Kong Diploma Examination) in 2020, in order to familiarize more students with Lingnan University
and stimulate their interest in registration, LingU launched a content marketing campaign focusing on social media.
Instead of featuring image based videos, international rankings and online courses like most universities, iClick used
the audience language of Generation Z to create a series of interesting videos and gamification interactions for LingU,
shared personal experiences through the perspective of "virtual ambassadors" and peers, and replaced mundane
introductions about the school environment and subjects with more stimulating content.

Understand the target audience and create content that they like to look at and listen to

InfoTrip guided tour

Who stole my notes?

Create three virtual
tour routes and
introduce the
characteristics of the
three departments with
three virtual
ambassadors.

The first Ins detective
game on the Hong Kong
market, which allows
students to find out
about LingU quickly
throughout the game.

What are you playing?
LingU

Create different Q&A
and share interesting
LingU events.

Cat’s guide
around the campus

Use LingU's
mascot to introduce
the campus
environment from a
cat’s perspective.

LingU, my new home

Shoot a short video and
let LingU students share
course information and
campus life.

Sparkling subject books

12 stories about
LingU courses, animated
video to allow students
to quickly learn about
these majors.

The success of this marketing campaign also benefited from a comprehensive media layout created by iClick combined
with the characteristics of LingU’s various platforms. For the first stage, immersive interactive game videos were
released on Instagram to engage student users. For the second stage, helpful campus tips were displayed on Facebook
to encourage users to actively obtain more information. For the third stage, it was not directly posted on the school’s
official website, but a navigation landing page was set up, allowing users to browse all the information about LingU in
one space.

Redirect Instagram users

Gamification content

Redirect history
access

Facebook external link
Guide map

# Arouse interest #

# Content integration hub #

Have fun and gain a sense of
accomplishment in interaction and
imperceptibly, find out more about
LingU campus.

Targeted content

# Engagement and traffic #
Advertisement
placement

# Customized student crowd package #

+1m
Video viewers

40k+
Average daily interactions
with the game

Understand real campus life of LingU
students and the characteristics of
different disciplines through easy
content.

Collect information about landing
pages on the Web.
LingU's information provides
experience-friendly navigation
allowing users to quickly find the
required information without
searching.

12k+

85%

Number of users led to the
official website

Proportion of social media
redirections
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5.2 All-domain precision based streaming scenario
In the past, brands used to plan, execute, evaluate and optimize their advertising work in stages. Now, in order to
further improve the effectiveness of their marketing, they must achieve dynamic optimization in the advertising
process. This includes monitoring the effects of advertising in real-time and then quickly adjusting strategies,
audiences, media, and materials based on feedback.

Real-time optimization of data-centric advertising

Brand

Effect

iClick Marketing Solution helps brands
connect all mainstream media in one -stop
in an automated and integrated manner!

Product A

Product B

Material
A

Innovation
E

Innovation
D

Material
C

Material
E

Beyond
expectation
Fulfill
expectations

Innovation
F

Lower than
expectations

Product C
Media
H

Original
page

SMS
verification

Media
K

One-button
authorization

Crowd pac kage

Media
N

Material

…

…

iAdmanager Housekeeper

iAccess Automated Media Purchase

Batch creation of AI
advertising content

Optimization details

Media point

Optimization effect

Change the placement point strategy
The target
consumer group
of the brand is
Women aged 1825

Real-time
monitoring of
two kinds of
video patch
effects in title vs
insertion

The proportion of
target consumer
groups reached
through inserted
advertisements is
higher

37%
24%

TA reach rate is
higher
Before optimization

Calculate the best matching materials of each channel
Test the clickthrough rates of
different
advertising
materials in
different channels
respectively

Channel A
Channel B
Channel C

1-minute full brand
advertisement
15-second streamlined brand
advertisement

After optimization

Increase by 96.2%

Higher CTR
Before optimization

8-Second effect advertisement

After optimization

Adopt marketing activities for target audiences
Define the portraits
of potential
customers
according to the
characteristics of
past transaction
users

Define the
scoring system
and evaluate
the score of
each clue

Define the
focus and
follow up the
target audience
with a limit of
60 points

Carry out
marketing
activities for
the target
audience to
promote
transformation

4%
2%

Higher turnover rate
after conversion
Before optimization

Adjust the media mix and proportion
Media A
Media B

Sales
contributed 45%
Sales contributed
6%

ROI 0.89
ROI 3.5

2

Reduce
placement
Increase
placement

After optimization

1

Higher overall ROI
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Lululemon: Multi-platform joint advertising enhances brand
image around users’ rich online scenarios
In the era of information, consumers receive a large amount of information every single day, and in some cases, they will
get put off by a brand’s communication if they are bombarded with it too heavily. There are many factors that affect
consumers' decision-making, so it is difficult for brands to realize transformation immediately through just a few
contacts. In fact, before purchase, brands and users often have countless contacts, which also play a vital role in the
transformation of users.
In order to reach the target audience as comprehensively as possible, it is necessary to enhance the influence a brand
image has on target audiences and take into account certain sales transformation. iClick, together with many different
types of media platforms, has created a multi-level advertising scheme for lululemon. The professional service team has
worked tirelessly at all stages of investment to maximize potential energy for marketing, so that users can “see,
remember and buy”.

Personalized media
# Students and young white-collar
workers #
Pay attention to self-expression
and go deep into the circle of
interest

Enrich people's cognition

# Fashion clothing # # exercise and fitness #
Before placement, iAudience is used to gain insight into the
characteristics of Lululemon's target audience in terms of media
preference, advertising behavior preference, interest preference,
consumption preference and life stage.
Optimize media combination

Applied media
# Family formation stage #
Make life more comfortable

# Multi-role, multi-pursuit, multi-contact #
iClick sees over 6 billion media placements every year and is
familiar with the distribution of users on different media platforms.
The performance of different categories in various media points is
assessed, so as to configure exclusive media combination for
lululemon and improve the effectiveness of the advertising.

Basic media
# Mass communication #

Directional placement model

# Exclusive point #

# Landing conversion page #

# Crowd package# # Product line #

# Creative material #

During the placement process, iClick built an exclusive
“point + landing page + user experience” placement model
at Tencent News, WeChat Pay, Zhihu, and Guangdiantong for
Lululemon.
Yoga, fitness, men’s lifestyle, and other packages are
reached and brand-oriented materials are used to display
different ranges of products from different angles, with a
focus on effective exposure, and speed up effective
exposure after conversion.

# Effect quantification #
# Data model training #
Precision remarketing

# Crowd package
optimization #

+10.7m
Monthly advertising
exposure

# Cross-platform
secondary
placement #

Quantify the effect of materials and crowd packages, optimize
subsequent placement and accumulate crowd data for crossplatform secondary launches by iClick professional data reports.

150k+

Advertisement clicks
in a single month

1.4%
CTR

Statistical range: 2021.3
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Jingdongdaojia: Customize creative materials by groups of people to
achieve efficient reach of target customers through WeChat
Moments advertisements
With the shortened transformation and realization paths of WeChat traffic and the explosive growth of consumption
on mini programs, WeChat’s Moments, with 1.2 billion monthly active users, has become a public domain traffic pool,
which enterprises must identify as an important part of the their global marketing map.
In order to attract users' attention and drive growth of new users, Jingdongdaojia launched a 14-day advertising
campaign in Moments. iClick integrated multi-dimensional interested users, formed nine crowd packages, grasped the
different concerns of these users, customized creative materials, took advantage of celebrity endorsements, built
strong advertising attraction around the promotion benefits and product selling points of the two main products,
reached target customers efficiently, and formed effective communication.

Exclusive crowd packages, mainly pushing two core products

（

Brand crowd package

+

Jingdongdaojia customers
Jingdongdaojia potential
customers
Schwarzkopf customers
Schwarzkopf potential customers

+

Category crowd
package

Hair care customers
Hair care potential customers
Users with an interest in hair
care
Users following hair care

Star fan crowd package

） x

Caixukun fan crowd
(18-45 years old)

Two core products

# Schwarzkopf anti-dropping series #
# Schwarzkopf rich series #

Grasp the different concerns of users and customize creative materials in multiple dimensions

Strong promotion
Highlight benefits

Use of celebrities

# Cai Xukun image
application #

Real-time
monitoring
relationship
between
crowd package and effect

14 days
Placement duration

of
the
material,

Display of product
selling point

#Anti-drooping, say goodbye to
oily skin #

# RMB90 off#

Material
strategy

Optimize the
delivery model
at any time

+17.2m

Total advertising exposure
in 14 days

Amount increasing
strategy

Real-time adjustment combining
consumption and cost.
Start with one click and quickly
prepare a quality plan.

+190k

1.1%

Advertisement hits
in 14 days

CTR
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5.3 Multi-channel distribution transformation scenario
Some brands and retailers have huge online/offline sales channels, which were done in their own way. Faced with a
brand-new competitive environment, and in order to improve the operational efficiency of various channels, it is now
necessary for them to open up multiple consumption scenarios through digital operation.
However, it is often more difficult to reform a relatively mature system than to build from scratch. In this process,
there will be many practical problems, such as:
•
•
•
•

Online and offline channels conflicting in pricing, process and service standards
Profit sharing when orders are made through multiple channels
The question of sharing member assets precipitated by brand self-operation and dealer channels
Shopping guides may not be suitable when there an online sales result-oriented KPI is in place

The above problems can be effectively solved through iClick’s multi-channel digital sales management platform.

The core process of multi-channel integrated distribution management

Coupons
from
shopping
guides

Newcomer
gift pack

Shopping
guide
distribution

Repurchase
Stimulate
consumption

Refined operations
Marketing
empowerment

Improve
stickiness

Smart shopping guide
BA management
Dealer shop
collections

All-in-one
product selection
Consumer orders
Brand
Digital retail business platform

Uniform order
Brand cloud shop
Mini program mall
Mini Program

Express delivery/
self pick-up
Direct shop
collections

Marketing offers
API interfacing

Payment data can be
interfaced with shopping
malls

Multi-warehouse
empowerment

Member
registration

Shopping and
order

Central warehouse
OMS System

CRM System

Shop warehouse

Dealer shop

External
warehouse

Provide offline orders for stores

Non-working hours
Average proportion
of orders

Brand shop

10%

Provide the store with passenger flow to the store

A brand’s store
Passenger flow
to the store has
increased by

20%
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Drive business growth for stores

A brand’s store
Sales continue to
grow by

20%
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An internationally renowned beauty group:
Launch of online service for multiple stores
Shopping guide services and distribution which can be accessed anytime and anywhere
iClick has built an intelligent marketing cloud store, featuring quick adaption to various scenarios, centered on
offline shopping guides for an internationally renowned beauty group. It has developed exclusive functions such as
Remote Sales (below) for the beauty industry in combination with business scenarios, and given store shopping
guides more marketing authority and personalized gameplay support. It has also created online and offline refined
operation and private domain realization links, and facilitated efficient transactions and repurchasing for loyal
customers.
Directly recommend optimal product
portfolio orders

Create and share goods and purchase orders
with one click based on the customer's demands

Shopping
guide

Customers complete the
payment by confirming the
order and filling in the
delivery address, and add
shopping guide WeChat to
enjoy a 1V1 consulting
service anytime and
anywhere

Customer

It has also customized WeSocial, a customer digital operation platform based on WeCom, which supports the access
and reuse of multiple brands under the Group. It connects 1.2 billion WeChat users and links the Group, thus
realizing the rapid and large-scale landing of private domain full-link customer operations.

Connect
customers

# One QR code
#一人一码#
per person #

Label

Task
management

# Automatic
#自动打标#
marking #

# Marketing
#营销日历#
calendar #

Material library

# Standard
#标准传达#
communication #

Community
scenario

# Community
#社群群发#
group sending #

Performance
billboard

Commission
withdrawal

# Statistical
#统计排行#
ranking #

# Quick
settlement #
#快速结算#

90+

450+

10+

No. of stores the system
is expected to cover

Expected number of
online tour guides

Expected access to
department store ERP

Statistical scope: Large-scale landing data of its Helena Rubinstein brand cloud store model
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5.4 Private domain users retain operation scenarios
In order to further “reuse” traffic, many enterprises have begun to build their own private domains. However, when
shifting to the private domain, enterprises should promote their own reality, advance in sequence and create a unique
private domain operation process that matches their own business, while maximizing the value of the private domain.
Therefore, the map of "how to build a benchmark private domain" can be summarized as follows.

Private domain construction map

How to understand
private domains

Construction phase Stage objectives

Reach repeatedly at zero
cost, has a certain
consensus and the
loyalty relationship is
sustainable

Traffic
operation stage

Why do you want to
establish a private domain?

How to
implement
a private
domain

Get rid of platform traffic
monopoly, reduce traffic
use costs and be close to
the real voice of users

From public domain to
private domain
Construction of traffic
context

User collection
stage

Private domain traffic
improved ability to
execute

User operation
stage

Pursuing higher
user lifetime value

Key issues
Where do traffic and users come from?
e.g. Which public domain channel has higher
redirection efficiency?

How can we retain users?
e.g. Official account, individual
community for the main position?

account

or

Where does the user make a transaction?
e.g. Mini program purchase or online guide offline
consumption?

How to release user value?
e.g. Do you want to create an
commodity matrix for private domains?

exclusive

The following visual shows the core process of private domain operations. From the public domain, users who could only be reached
once in the past are introduced into the private domain to precipitate and the private domain is realized for transactions. In the
post-link of the private domain, users are repeatedly reached through various operational means and users are activated regularly to
encourage them to repurchase. The user data generated by the above process is uniformly collected in CDP, forming analysis and
prediction and feeding back the optimization of the whole link scenario.

Example of the core process of private domain user retention and operation

iEngine (iClick CDP) all-domain user data access

Store QR code

WeChat official account

iParllay
Private domain
message push

Follow WeChat
official account

Package card

WeCom

Advertisement
placement
Community

Add shopping
guide/customer
service

Join the community

Changxun iSCRM

Changxun
Mini program mall

Community
operation

• Customized pushing
• WeChat official
•

account smart
message
Personalized message
template

• 1V1 refined operation
• Community growth
• IP personal design
and group interaction

WeChat ecology
Membership system

Authorized
membership

Membership
system

•

CRM recall

Public domain
diversion

• Member points growth

Private domain retention

Transaction
realization
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strategy
Member welfare
activities

Repeated contact and activation of operation
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User grouping and hierarchy based on whole process data
In the above scenarios and processes, the final retention and transformation effect of users depends on refining
enterprise user operation, and its core point lies in "adopting different operation strategies for different users".
The first question is, how can a large number of users be grouped or layered correctly? As shown in the following
figure, after the user data is precipitated to CDP, the target user portrait can be formed through systematic tags, the
life cycle of users can be judged through user activity, and users can be packaged into groups through multidimensional conditions including value scores.

Disassembly of user grouping and layering steps

Label measurement and user portrait

User data from different channels is presented in
its own unique way.
Through a unified label system, this chaotic data
is structured, and the basic attributes, source
channels, behavior preferences, consumption
ability and other characteristics of users are
defined to form corresponding target user
portraits.

Average order 50-100

Male

Average order 50-100

18-24 years old

Descending price
preference
Member
Level 5

Shanghai
Source Moments
advertisement
Consumption in
the past month
Login within
one week

Adds more than 10 items to
cart

Doesn’t collect
coupon

User life cycle

iClick
CDP
Connect
all-domain
users

Record the length of time for users to
enter the database, and monitor the
feedback activity of users to the
operation actions of each contact so as
to define the current cycle of users.
New, active, loyal, at risk or loss.

User
activity

New

Active

Loyal

Risk

Loss

分群分层

User life cycle

Grouping and stratification of users

+1

• High-value users • Intentional user
• Same city users

• Pending users

+2

+4

+6

Registration
Add to cart
Participate in activities
Read tweets
Retain capital

Classify and package similar users to realize vertical grouping. Introduce the scoring mechanism of user
contribution value, define the stages represented by different points, and implement the hierarchy ladder.
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Refined private domain user operation strategy
After completing the grouping and stratification of users, another important question is, what kind of refined
operation strategy should be adopted for users? Below, you may wish to use the WeChat official account (using
iParlay assisted management), mini programs (Using Changxun mall system and Changxun business staff assisted
management) and WeCom (using Changxun iSCRM-assisted management). These three "private domain
transformation fields" have been further developed to find more details of private domain user operation scenarios.

Details of link operation policy after private domain

WeChat official account
refined operation

Personalized
welcome words

WeChat official account
automated marketing workflow

Cluster template
message
iParllay
Push articles
in groups

Personalized menu

Set the conditional WeChat official account automated marketing
workflow in iParlay, determine the different behavior of users pointing to
different guiding paths, and finally reach a unified end point, i.e.
transformation purchase.
Behavioral triggering

Time trigger
The refined operation of WeChat official accounts, in addition
to reading, giving likes, collecting, forwarding and other
content production driven by responses, different menu bars
and welcome words can be designed for different users, and
different template messages, coupons and articles can be
pushed.

Instant

Pay
attention
to
WeChat
official
account

Support the following content types and any combination of content

• Text
• Picture and text

• Picture
• Link

Push welcome words

Registration

Push custom speech

Push plus group QR code

After one hour

Push high-heat articles

Reply to keyword

After six hours

P ush the pro duct intro ductio n

Click on the
picture and text

One day later

Push shopping guide
business cards

Add commodities
to cart

Push purchase link

Push coupons

• Video

• Voice

Take the opportunity
to reach again

• Mini program card

User silence

Successful guide

Realize
purchase

conversion

Refined operation of mini program mall

High loyalty
• Assist • Group buying • Bargain • Live broadcast
• Lucky draw
promoting activity
• Content
• Community of the
•
Coupon
•
Games
Product module
section
same hobby

Different user groups

Matching
In the mini program mall system, the above product modules are used to
enhance user loyalty and improve user activity. Through business consultants,
A/B test can be carried out to select the best operation strategy suitable for
specific users, and then guide users from the correct contacts into the
established path through message reminders, mini program pop-ups etc.

A/B Test

Different operational
strategies

Enterprise WeChat refined operation

By unit price
per customer

Core users

Shopping guide
1V1 communication

+
By purchase intention

+
By access frequency

+
By source channel

Ordinary
users are

Guided into
the community
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Changxun iSCRM dynamic
QR, fission, business cards
and other tools provide
channels to lead users into
corporate WeChat. Identify
users with high intention
and high value, equip them
with 1V1 shopping guides,
and guide other users into
groups for batch hatching.
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The "Three Promotions" Effect in Private Domains
A

Key operational indicators have improved significantly

With the establishment and improvement of the private domain and the continuous optimization of the SOP in private
domain operations, the key operational indicators of enterprises will be significantly improved. We selected several
brands that entered the private domain in early 2020 and have recorded the changes in certain key indicators after
more than one year of operation optimization.
Brand

2021H1 Key Indicator Change

Indicator

Specific Improvement Effect

A beauty brand

Conversion cycle

+49%

Department store brand

Conversion rate

+27%

The conversion rate of visit/purchase ranged from 17.3% to 21.9%

A food brand

Repurchase rate

+40%

The repurchase rate of customers ranged from 13.2% to 18.5%

Multi-brand

Average customer
unit price

B

The period from first contact to purchase was shortened by 9.8 hours on average

The average customer unit price ranged from
￥50.4 to comprehensive multi-category ￥86.5

+71%

The efficiency of shopping guide work has been significantly improved

In the past, shopping guides needed to spend a lot of time and energy on adding customers, identifying customers and
recording customers' preferences. With the support of the system, the work of shopping guides has become more
automated and batched, which has brought significant improvement to their work efficiency.
Brand

2021H1 Key Indicator Change

Indicator

Department store brand

New customer
efficiency

A food brand

Sales performance

C

+56%

Specific Improvement Effect

The number of new enterprise customers of shopping guides in a single month ranged from 15,000 to 23,000

The monthly sales of shopping guides are ￥20,000+
higher than last year on average

+340%

The comprehensive profit margin of enterprises has increased significantly

Comparing the costs of offline stores with platform e-commerce and private domain e-commerce, we can see that the comprehensive
operating costs of private domain e-commerce are markedly lower than the other two. This is after excluding the rent and platform
deduction points that account for the bulk of the costs and the salary expenses saved due to improvement in work efficiency. This
cost reduction means that the comprehensive profit margin of enterprises is larger.
Rent/Deduction Salary

Store

25%

25%

Marketing
expenses
0%

Express

0%

Cost

50%

Discount

+

0%

Comprehensive cost

=

50%

10%
Platform e-commerce VS store profit difference

Platform
E-commerce

Private domain
E-commerce

5%

0%

5%

5%

10%

8%

10%

10%

30%

23%

+
+

10%

5%

=
=
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40%

22%
28%
Private domain e-commerce VS store profit difference
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Qiaqia: Global traffic mining + refined operation to create a
multi-contact private domain system centered on mini
programs
How to supply private domain traffic continuously is the primary issue in private domain construction. For mass
consumer brands like Qiaqia, trillions of goods make up its core offline traffic resources. Qiaqia realized “one QR code
for one article” at the outer packing through iClick and fully integrated these traffic resources. At the same time,
Qiaqia further tapped into the ecological traffic of WeChat by searching Brand Zone, Tencent Huiju, Moments and
WeChat Pay for accurate vouchers, the official WeChat accounts of brands, and video account operations.

WeChat Scan

Official WeChat Account
20%

•
•
•
•

Remind of new followers
Graphic message
Menu
Auto-reply

30%

WeChat Ads

• Digitalization of offline users
• Full-domain business development

10%

Integrate commodity
package traffic resources

• Moments
• Direct shopping through mini
programs
• Follower increasing of official
account

Public domain
advertising

Brand construction and
content marketing core
scenarios

Mini Program

WeChat Search
4%

Implement in
consumption scenarios

WeChat Payment
15%

• WeChat
payment
from merchants
• WeChat member 2.0

coupons

WeCom

Conversion of payment
scenarios

Receive traffic from
active user searches

Video Account

• Social group operation
• 1V1 shopping guide
• Moments

18%

• Brand zone
• Services access
• Search

• Brand influence
• Content construction
• Live selling

3%

Home of private domain
operations and exclusive services
Open public and private domains
to drive traffic to mini programs

Qiaqia not only combined the above multi-channel traffic, but connected the data generated by these contacts,
discovered core value users by labels and layering, and conducted batch or refined differential operations in the
backlinks to realize the precipitation, transformation and split of traffic. While ensuring operational efficiency, the
service satisfaction and repurchase frequency of core users improved and the lifetime value (LTV) of private domain
users was enhanced.

20%
Refine operations
to improve repurchase

Official Accounts

Data
Interconnection

Online shops on
Mini Programs

WeCom

Creation of label
system

Customer operation by
hierarchy

Basic
property

User
Preference

Value
Users

Commit to
users

User
Value

Life Cycle

Develop
users

Retain
users

Discover
core and
valuable
users

Core
users

Targeted communication based on the
user's specific situation
• Customer • Personalized product portfolio
Care
• Repurchase • Regular customer visit
reminder

Normal
Users

80%

Batch operation
improves efficiency
Timed push and reminder of batch
information

+100m
Accumulated GMV of
the shopping mall

+600,000
Individual buyers
(excluding repeat purchases)

43%

20%

Year-on-year increase
in repeat customers

Year-on-year increase in
average customer unit price

Statistical scope: from April 2019 to January 2021
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Jissbon: Three-dimensional private domain content matrix
helping brand IP businesses succeed with high-value content
No content, no marketing. Content can be drained from the public domain for the private domain, which can improve
the loyalty of private domain users and promote sales conversion in the private domain. Through content construction
in every private domain contact with users, Jissbon builds the brand image, enhances brand awareness and
reputation, and increases its potential to generate sales. The private domain also brings content closer to users and
makes it accessible at a higher frequency, which helps to create personalized IP, achieve emotional resonance and
further increase the value of brand content.
Moments advertising
for redirection and following

Official Account

Private domain
promotion

Content
synchronization
with Moments ads

Menu and content push
Content
intercommunication

redirection and following
through Moments ads

Post content in
Moments
Moments

WeCom

Moments ads
Jump for redirection

1V1 private chat for
conversion

Content
marketing

Channels/
live selling

Brand official content

Mini Programs

Video Account

redirection

Social group

As enterprises enter private domains one after another, users' become more distracted. Compared with scattered
content, vertical content for different groups is more popular. Based on the understanding of the brand target user
group, the iClick team has created a number of differentiated WeChat official accounts and video accounts for Jissbon.
It has also operated a number of communities with different positioning and functions, and combined it with user tags
to push refined content, thus constructing a three-dimensional private domain content matrix.

WeChat official account
Differentiated layout
•
•
•
•

Z Age
30+ generation
Male orientation
Female
orientation

Private domain operation
WeChat official account

# Jissbon Fan Alliance #
# Jissbon Fan Planet #
# Jissbon's Secret Garden #

Undertake commodity scan code
traffic
Differentiated product selection
and activities with marketing
concessions as the main content

Brand official WeChat
official account

# Jissbon #
Official position of brand
communication
The universal coverage of the
target population accumulates
strong relationship with fans

Hierarchical layout of the
community
Daily group
• Number + QR code guides into the
group
• Jissbon product promotion and
recommendation
• Mall regular activity push
Welfare group

• Undertake paid channel traffic
• Exclusive community activities
Video account
Differentiated layout

Private domain
operation video account

# Jissbon Fan Alliance #

• People-friendly
•
•

orientation
Couple stall
Official brand IP

+6m
Accumulated GMV of
the shopping mall

Shaping the image of being
close to the people and fans

# Jissbon Club #

Focus on the emotional
content of both sexes

for purchased users
Brand official
video account

# Jissbon #
The widest range of
content dimensions for
the crowd is diverse

+13k

20 times

Monthly new
WeCom users

Content opening rate is
higher than average

Internal group

• Screened loyal fan base
• Old customer discounts, offers and
•

lottery activities
Trial of new products and
questionnaire survey

5-8 times
Customer interaction is
higher than average

Statistical scope: 5 months after launched from March 2021 to July 2021
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For Enterprises,
Organizational Ability is
Key to the
Implementation of
Digital Transformation

It is not necessarily the case that digital transformation can be achieved with a mere solution. The most important factor
that determines how the solution is implemented is the internal organizational ability of each enterprise.
How can each individual’s initiative be stimulated to make them the driving force of digital operation? How can we
confidently challenge traditional norms, and bypass skeptics or ideas that may hinder digital transformation? How can an
enterprise’s digital transformation scheme be fully implemented to ensure it is applied effectively? The following
approaches are the result of reproducible experiences accumulated by iClick when helping enterprises implement their
digital operation solutions.

Two Foundations", "Three Principles" and "Four Connections”

Two Foundations

Three Principles

Four Connections

C oncept : Publicize digital culture in the company to promote
concept change
Organization : Form a more agile organizational structure, with the
digital leading gro up pu shing for compreh ensive organ izational
change

Pay close attention to user experience : Foster willingness a mong
employees t o use the digital operation solutio n, and take the
initiative to use it. The more th ey use it, the more effective it will
be, forming a positive cycle .
Seek commo n grou nd while putting aside different opinions fro m
departments : Strike a balance between the needs of different
departments, and between standard services and personalized
needs .
Agile t racking iteration : At different stages of development,
digital operations have different needs and are continu ously
upgraded

Account con nection : Ide ntify multiple accounts with the sa me us er
I D in different channels .
D ata connect ion : St ructur ed su mmary of multiple user data with
different contacts
Standard connection : Adopt a consistent "data field" sys tem ,
implement standards and assessment standards
R esour ce connection : Reusable resources are shared internally, and
the allocation of consu m able resources follows the principle o f
maximizing value
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6.1 Two Foundations
Concepts
Publicize digital culture in the company to promote concept change
The environment and problems arising from digital operation are changing all the time, and require quick decision
making. From the perspective of efficiency and timeliness, the ideal situation is to make more decisions at the front
line of business, rather than only at top level. However, in traditional enterprises, employees rarely combine data to
make scientific decisions. To achieve this goal, enterprises need to intensify the internal spread of information, so that
employees can fully embrace the ethos of digitalization. In this way, enterprises can make digital ethos a part of
corporate culture and improve the digital literacy of all employees. Also, active participants can be given certain
incentives.

Top-down and bottom-up tasks and goals under the influence of digital concept

Provide endorsement
and resource support

Take short-term risks
and losses

Break down barriers
between departments
to maximize the
mobilization of
manpower and
material resources

Ensure a smooth
information
transmission path
Take responsibility
for results and
refuse formalization

Decision –
making

Management
Execution

Take the initiative to
learn digital skills

Provide timely
feedback on problems
and needs

Key points of concept change at decision-making level
Firm digital determination: The lack of top-level design will lead to insufficient motivation for digital transformation. Therefore, managers
should be open-minded, and realize that digital operation is a strategy that needs continuous investment and iterative upgrading, and
that it is not a short-term project. They must also be prepared to bear short-term losses and risks, and not abandon their digital
transformation project halfway through due to unconvincing returns.

Key points of concept change at management level
Abandon short-sighted ideas: Traditional middle-level management often tries its best to resist any changes to the status quo. To carry
out digital transformation, middle-level management must abandon this short-sighted approach and grasp a pragmatic attitude at the
same time, instead of pursuing ‘superficial’ digitalization in order to complete tasks and reducing digital operation to a formality.

Key points of concept change at execution level
Actively adapt to changes: Front-line employees are the first group to feel the impact of digital changes on their own work. Instead of
resisting such changes, they should actively learn digital skills, get familiar with the various operations in the new process, and provide
timely feedback to the upper management levels on the problems and needs in the digital operation process.
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Organization
Form a more agile organizational structure, while the digital leading group pushes
for comprehensive organizational change
Under the traditional model, in the front-end organization of an enterprise, i.e. where there is customer interaction, different
product lines and different channels often form their own systems. To build an organizational form with digital characteristics, it
is necessary to design unified channel contacts, pay attention to the consistency of service experience, share information and
make decision-based analysis through the same data platform, and shift from "what do I think" to "what does the client think",
to facilitate business optimization.
When the front-end organizational structure is transformed to make it more customer-centric, in order to make the internal
coordination of the enterprise smoother and more efficient, and make its operation more efficient, the supporting departments,
resource departments and decision-making departments should also shift to a more flat organizational structure, and then form
a digital "middle and back office" that effectively supports the digital "front office".
This will make it possible to collect first-hand information about the market and customers in a comprehensive manner, and at a
faster pace.

Shift from a traditional organizational structure to a collaborative and integrated organizational structure
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If a company has no business divisions, it can replace the above business divisions with departments cooperating at
the same level. Given that adjusting an organizational structure is a sensitive task, in practice, it is often possible to
keep the original structure unchanged, fill in the gaps among various departments through processes and data, and
then gradually shift to the ideal situation.
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6.2 Three principles
Attach importance to user experience
Convenience is the biggest demand of employees regarding digitalization. Only by improving
employees’ experience of digital tools will they be willing to use and take the initiative to use
them. The more they use them, the more effective they will be, thus forming a positive cycle.

Two main factors that affect employees' experience are the performance of system’s software and hardware, and its
compatibility with the business processes. If the above two aspects are not well handled, the system will collapse
frequently, the process design will be problematic, and the coordination methods and assessment standards will change
constantly, which will affect the efficiency of employees and dampen their enthusiasm for participating in digital
transformation.
Therefore, the digital transformation leadership team should go deep into the front line, understand the real problems
faced by the business, understand the daily working mode and workload of employees, and carry out digital
transformation and optimization on the basis of respecting everyone's habits, instead of building a castle in the sky and
having to forcefully reverse the original mechanism.

Seeking common ground while having differences across departments
When defining the general design of an enterprise’s digital operation, it is necessary to
balance the needs of different departments, standard services and personalized needs, in
order to find the optimal solution.

The vital interests and concerns are always going to vary from department to department, and each enterprise has its
own unique models and processes. Common ground can sometimes be difficult or even impossible to find. Enterprises
need to fully consider whether the differences between departments involve core processes, how much they can
spend on personalized configuration, and how long the development cycle is.

Agile tracking iteration
As a long-term strategy of an enterprise, digital operation has different needs at different
stages of its development, so it is necessary to track these changes closely and carry out agile
iterative upgrades.
The digital development stage of the enterprise itself is constantly advancing, and so are the technology, market, users
and competitors. Therefore, the corresponding digital operation solutions should not be static. We need to analyze and
judge these factors regularly, and adjust immediately after the changes occur to realize circular iteration.
Such agile changes should be tracked by a special team, which can consist of an expert organization within the enterprise
or an external consultant of the service provider. The former has a deeper understanding of the enterprise, while the
latter has richer experience and a sufficient external perspective. Both parties can cooperate and give full play to their
respective advantages.
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6.3 Four connections
We have implemented the concept of digitalization, changed the digital organization and followed several digital
transformation principles, but we still have a long way to go before we succeed.
We now know that data sharing is needed among various departments, but how should it be applied? How can each
department easily understand the data from other departments? For example, we know that we need to collect the
behavior of users on all contacts, but how can we identify users and make corresponding feedback on different channels
in real-time?
In this regard, we need to fully connect internal channel accounts, data information, various standards and required
resources with both hardware and software, so as to build a solid channel and transform the way enterprises cooperate
internally.

How to transform the way enterprises cooperate internally with "four connections”

Data connection

Account connection
Unique ID for identification of different channel accounts
User ownership and contribution allocation of contact points
Any changes are synchronized to all channel accounts immediately

Structurize data from different sources
Rationalize configuration of data access and usage rights
Clean up abnormal data in a timely manner

Resource connection

Standard connection
Unified data index system
Unified information collection and entry standards
Unified KPI assessment and implementation of quality management system

Create a collaborative content library to reuse resources many times
Allocate budgets according to a value maximization strategy
Deploy human resources in flexible manner
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The Only Way for
Enterprises to Run
Digital Operations

7.1 Maturity Model for Enterprise Digital Operation
When seeing other enterprises in the market doing well in their digital operations, you may feel pressure to catch up
with them.

However, no one learns to run before they can walk, and the same applies to how enterprises switch to digital
operations. Digital operation is a process that can go from simple to complex, and may consist of one single unit, or
be made up of individual elements. Just like when one has just graduated, it takes many years of experience to change
from a detail-oriented project executor to a project manager covering a global situation. For digital operations,
enterprises will first focus on the immediate business and solve scattered problems, but they will often fail to see the
whole picture and its significance.
So, how many stages does an enterprise need to go through in order to achieve success in their digital operations?
What kind of performance is required for such stages and what are the key objectives?
Only by knowing oneself can one be confident when surrounded by competition. iClick has defined a set of "digital
operation maturity” models to help companies assess their own development stages and discover the reasons why
their transformation does not meet certain standards. This will help them improve in the right way, thereby taking a
leap forward on the road to digital transformation.

Indicators and supporting elements of the digital maturity model

Indicators

Supporting
elements
Consumer
experience

Collaboration
process

Degree of
digitization

Technology
application

Data application

Digital

Digital strategy

L1 initial level

L2 unit level

L3 network level

You can see some digital
portals but there is no
corresponding service

Contact digitization has
been achieved and has
brought about a certain
degree of improved
efficiency

Consistent digital
experience can be obtained
by all contacts

Not automated, still
collaborating and
circulating in the
traditional way

The core business processes
are digitalized, and the
work efficiency has been
improved to some extent

Digital technology
transforms and upgrades
the process itself with
increased flexibility

There is a "storefront
signboard" for digital
operation, which has a
low degree of integration
with businesses

Some single digital
technologies have been
applied

Digital technology and the
enterprise’s business
model work hand in hand
with one another

There is basically no data
insight, or only simple
statistics can be produced

Data is highly available
within departments, but it
is difficult to communicate
for departments to
communicate with one
another

Data sharing, global
penetration, and real-time
insight and optimization

A preliminary but imperfect
digital strategy is in place,
with a focus on short-term
development

A complete digital
innovation strategy is in
place, covering all aspects
of the business and focusing
on long-term development

Business units (BUs)

The whole enterprise from
top to bottom

No digital strategy has
been formed

transformation
management

ability

Parties involved in
the transformation

Individuals or small teams
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L1-Initial level
Enterprises have started applying digital technology, by launching work on the digital operation infrastructure such as
digital media, database systems and mini programs. However, the degree of integration with business is not high and
the ability to reach the company's business growth targets is poor. They still deal with the same customers as before,
adopt traditional business models, entity/e-commerce channels, processes and indicators, and still adopt pre-digital
transformation habits with poor data concepts.
On an internal level, enterprises have begun to explore digitalization in the form of independent project teams, and
improved and enhanced processes, contacts, employees and customer experience.
However, a clear strategic goal, tactical plan and time scale for digital transformation have not yet been established.

L2-Unit level
Enterprises have systematically adopted individual applications, partners and external resources for digital
technology. They have independently optimized the main business units, and made progress with their digital
products, service innovation and customer experience, thus realizing digital landing on a small scale. However, the
digital contacts of these enterprises are limited, meaning that they have to juggle two lines of business as they
continue to serve their traditional customers. As a result the information flow is not smooth and ‘data silos’ form
frequently.
By using professional knowledge, models, processes and systems of digital operation within the enterprise, the
execution of the digital transformation of its business is divided into different functions and departments. The focus
here is more on the growth of the core business and key links.

L3-Network level
Digital technology and enterprise management have been integrated, and the business model has been synchronized
with the development of digital technology. Enterprises have built omni-channel digital contacts around consumers'
life situations, and designed links such as stores, e-commerce, live broadcasts and mini programs. In the business
network, global data integration has been completed and enterprises can provide real-time insights and feedback
based on data, thus creating a positive self-cycle of optimization.
Digital operation has become part of the overall strategy of enterprises, and employees generally have the capabilities
required for digital operations. Digital teamwork is not only improving the customer service experience, but is also
further digitally exploring important aspects such as product R&D and production, supply chains, and is supporting the
transformation process.
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7.2 Advanced Path of Digital Operation Maturity
Around the "two indicators" and "seven supporting elements" in the maturity model, enterprises at each stage have
their own specific tasks. By completing these tasks, enterprises can slowly improve their digital operation maturity.

Advanced path of enterprise digital maturity

Evolution responds to
change

Value embodiment of digital operation
Break down
departmental walls

Start small and
achieve results

Executives are in
command and lead
the strategy
When carrying out digital
transformation from scratch, if the
decision-making level sets longterm strategic goals, reforms the
organizational structure and guides
the direction from top to bottom,
many detours can be avoided.

Digital transformation
needs resources and
resources are in line with
achievements. Only by
introducing technology,
summarizing practice and
methodology and quickly
forming a benchmark in a
small scope can we
promote a virtuous circle.

Initial

Under the supervision of
the digital leading group,
all online and offline
departments will be
united to achieve
common goals and
maximize the use of
technology, talents,
budget, customers and
other resources.

Unit

All employees maintain the
digital spirit in their daily
work, form an innovative
and adaptive digital native
organization and completely
eliminate the bloated
organizational form and
lengthy decision-making
processes in the past.
Therefore, they can respond
quickly to the changes of
technology and market
trends in the future.

Network
Digital operation maturity

Top-down strategy first
Many enterprises have invested a great deal of manpower and material resources in digital transformation. However,
as they have not always thought clearly about the strategy and goal of digital operations and have not always
provided timely organizational support, they have encountered a great deal of difficulties.
It has been suggested that enterprises starting their digital transformation from scratch should be led by senior
executives, should formulate long-term achievable strategic goals, and should guide the general direction of digital
transformation management from top to bottom. In this way, they can reduce the lack of digital understanding of
various departments and minimize detours during the digital process.

Promote work in all areas by drawing upon the experience gained on key points
For enterprises that stall initially and find it difficult to make progress, their digital infrastructure may be limited to
appearing as a superficial "signboard". This is often because their integration with actual business is not high. They
are not able to produce corresponding results when they operate and this even lowers the team's work efficiency.
Over time, digital transformation will be seen as a "vanity project" and will be abandoned.
Everyone knows that digital transformation needs high-level support, but it is only when the business has
substantially improved that the high-level can see the value and provide resources. Therefore, it is necessary to create
an achievement benchmark of digital operations. The fastest way to obtain results could be to start with key single
businesses and small points such as live e-commerce or online shopping guides, so as to reduce high-level concerns
about the return on investment and realize a virtuous circle of "input-output-input".

(Followed by P57)
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(Continued from P56)
At this time, the head of the business department can lead his team to explore the best practice process and unique
methodology of digital operations within the corresponding business scope. For example, when is the best time to
publish content? Does the landing page for the advertising require the registration pages of mobile phones? If so, how
can it be designed? How does user group speech cooperate with new product releases? In addition, is it necessary to
provide assistance for internal communication with other colleagues, such as IT department assisting businesses
online, HR departments conducting team performance appraisals and incentive plan adjustment? Is it worth
introducing service providers and their professional knowledge and skills to make up for the lack of internal
capabilities?
At the same time, enterprises in the initial level often lack reliable data recording and analysis. In order to make
progress, it is very important to establish corresponding databases in order to gain insight into users and business
data. Enterprises can recruit more team members with data analysis skills so as to transform data into corresponding
business strategies, solutions and plans.

Multi-pronged and organic integration
If unit level enterprises continue to operate as they are, they will still be able to improve performance in a short time.
However, this "hill-top" organizational form leads to conflicts of interest among departments, which is not conducive
to maximizing the value of talents, technology, customers and other resources.
For example, this situation often occurs in independently operated digital departments. The data monitored by
Department A cannot be obtained by Department B in real-time and it is necessary to repeatedly ask or even set up
another ‘burial point’. It is important that the two departments A and B can increase the overall profits of the
enterprise through such cooperation, but they cannot be improved due to inconsistent interests. As a result, their
respective so-called best decisions are in fact, not the best decisions for enterprises.
An enterprise may want to integrate all offline and online teams by setting up a digital steering committee at
enterprise level with groups led by and composed of senior managers. It may also want to set up a cross-departmental
and cross-functional digital operation project team. If it puts these teams and processes in place, all kinds of fields
such as creativity, operation, sales, supply chain, data, consulting and IT can be brought together to work hard to
achieve common KPI.

Digital ecology, agile evolution
At present, few enterprises can reach the network level, but this does not mean the end of digital operation. Can
enterprises benefit from omni-channel and all-contact digital operations all the time? Not necessarily. Today,
consumers use mobile phones to shop, but tomorrow they may use watches and glasses. The design of the consumer
experience will be completely different. Today, consumers still use microblogs and WeChat, but maybe everyone will
stop using them tomorrow.
This requires enterprises to respond to changes by evolving and gradually establishing an innovative and adaptive
digital ecosystem. This will allow them to make agile responses to future changing technologies and market trends. At
this point, when the digital spirit becomes completely immersed in the enterprise, a digital native organization can be
formed.
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Self-sufficiency The Future of Digital
Operation

8.1 "Self-sufficiency" – an essential asset for enterprises
Market innovation is non-stop, bringing wave after wave of new traffic and new channels, just like platform ecommerce in the previous decade, KOL recommendation in the previous five years, live broadcasts in 2019, and mini
program e-commerce in 2020. Many brands have risen rapidly, and their growth formulas are now considered as
standard models. However, many people often ignore the hidden concerns behind the positive image of an “industry
change-maker”.
There is no guarantee that channels can maintain high levels of traffic and turnover in the long term. As soon as a
window of development closes, past strategies and styles will suddenly fail, as we have seen in the past.
Some enterprises mistakenly consider the resources and advantages of the platforms they use as their own, thus
failing to understand what their enterprises are capable of achieving on their own. This means that in order to
function, they rely on the work and innovation of third parties, which makes for a very fragile business model. Any
external factors such as the emergence of other channels, rising traffic costs, data privacy policy changes, or even a
platform’s resources becoming incompatible, could have a seismic effect on their operations.
The self-sufficiency of an enterprise cannot be taken away or stolen by others, which means that no matter how the
market changes and whether a certain platform exists or not, the enterprise has a solid foundation on which it can
face future challenges. Enterprises need to constantly consolidate their field collection, content exposure, and data
integration capabilities, which together constitute the self-sufficiency they require when implementing their future
digital operations..

8.1.1 Field collection capability
Compared with the media ecosystem of the United States, we can see that China finds itself in a more fragmented
marketing environment. The following figure shows the statistical data before 2019. In the past three years, "BAT" has
seen declining shares, which has resulted in a distribution structure dominated by "BBAT + online celebrity
ecosystem+ long video“ supplemented by other apps.

With the advancement of interconnectivity, mid-stream platforms will usher in more room for development. It can be
seen that the decentralized media ecology, the ensuing blurred sales scenarios and stratified consumers have become
commonplace the Chinese market.

China

USA

Leading APPs
26%
43%
6%

13%

+

In the future, brand marketing and digital operations
of Chinese enterprises will encounter more larger
decentralized channels. Due to this and their larger
number of contacts, brands will be overwhelmed on
their multi-point layout. At the same time, the social
attributes of channels will get increasingly stronger
and the links with the consumer will become ever
more complex, thus invalidating the strategy of
winning by seizing "traffic depressions".

15%
68%

+
29%

The more fragmented the marketing environment is,
the more it needs the ability to maintain order and
stay focused. Simply put, it needs to gather channels
and the accompanying traffic in the “field” of the
private domain of an enterprise and turn the traffic
into "reserved" traffic.

Data source: Huatai Hong Kong Research Report in October 2018,
eMarketer and Management Team Estimate in March 2019
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8.1.2 Content exposure capability
Both the traffic in the public domain and the "reserved" traffic in the private domain require continuous
transformation. However, public domain traffic is controlled by platforms and media, and repurchases by private
domain users cannot be easily achieved by simple promotion.
Only content can attract the attention of users and win their hearts. Content can survive without a channel at any
time. It is a controllable self-sufficiency of an enterprise. For one thing, content can enhance pre-click user
acquisition; for another, content serves as a carrier for long-term user operation and fission. Like capillaries, content
connects a wide range of information islands on the Internet platforms.

To achieve content exposure, enterprises should not only refine their content to render better user experience, but
also attract users with quality content by adopting specific distribution strategies rather than just mass content
release.

8.1.3 Data integration capability
Data are collected through real-time monitoring or post-project reviews.
To meet the data analysis needs of enterprises, each platform has developed its own set of data standards and even
data analysis background. Enterprises can view various marketing activities on the platform and even analyze them
with the help of big data. The data on the platform however, belong to the platform, so enterprises have viewing
authority only. They pay costs to train the models, but end up as a "contributor". Moreover, the data on one platform
can only help enterprises understand the marketing effect of this platform.
Enterprises should be capable of integrating data from all channels and turning them into their own data assets,
including multi-point data collection, cleaning and structured precipitation. They must form their own multidimensional data analysis, understand the performance of their businesses in different channels, and then make their
businesses more predictable.

Matrix of "Self-sufficiency" of an Enterprise

Graphic
content

Self-owned
content

Brand
content

Own
content

Interactive
content

Video
content
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channel
Electronic
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KOL
channel

WeChat
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Own
field

Offline
channel

User
information

Selfowned
data

Hard
advertise
ment
channel

Information
Social
channel

Funnel
data

Model
prediction

Real-time
monitoring

Channel
attribution

In short, enterprises need to make great efforts to cultivate the following capabilities: Field collection causing multiple channels to
return to the same central point; content exposure with one center radiating many channels and data integration, which is the
concretization of all action effects and runs through the whole system.
These capabilities are the prerequisite for enterprises to realize universal set operation in the future.
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8.2 Deploy universal set operation
8.2.1 Evolution from public domain, private domain to
universal set
Paid traffic should by no means be treated as if it is a poison. In the early stage of Internet development, the fastgrowing market brought ultra-low-cost traffic and those enterprises that made preemptive efforts gained higher
income than their peers with the same marketing costs.
Enterprises have begun to like rather than hate such traffic. There is actually nothing particularly wrong with it. It is
only when the increasingly high traffic costs begin to affect the sustainability of their business models that
enterprises stubbornly insist on their own ideas.
After operating in the external environment, another group of enterprises shifted their attention to the "reuse" of
traffic and started to operate in private domains. Through user assets that can be accessed free of charge, they
employed meticulous operation means to enhance repurchase and fission and spread out the cost of traffic purchases.
Many enterprises gradually started following the trend, but were unsuccessful. There was nothing wrong with private
domain itself, but users are different and competitors catch up quickly. Some enterprises however, found that the
method they had been using three years previously still worked.
In light of the above evolution process, successful enterprises are not trapped in a limited time window, but adopted
the trend early and took the initiative to adapt to changes. We may only see the sudden success of these enterprises,
but their preemptive planning ahead of market change and their continuous investment despite a rough start can
sometimes be hidden from public view.
With this on board, enterprises should deploy their own universal set operation as soon as possible.

8.2.2 Value of universal set operation
Marketing while in the public domain focuses on the short-term ROI of traffic and often has an immediate effect on a
single platform.
In the private domain period, enterprises can judge the precipitation efficiency of public domain traffic from the
private domain and can also measure the promotion effect of different private domain operation strategies on user
transformation and repurchasing. However, due to the separation between public and private domains, enterprises
can only conduct separate verifications and there cannot achieve the overall improvements.
Public-private domain linkage has become a trend for the future. When the public domain and the private domain are
no longer divided and ruled, but rather integrated into the universal set operation position, the traffic can be traced
back in a long-term coordinated system. It can then be captured in the public domain, enter the private domain and
take the flow path of the post-click of the private domain.
In this way, the relationship between the cost of the traffic and the lifelong user value that the corresponding cost can
bring to the long-term business of enterprises is enhanced. Therefore, enterprises can consider how to operate traffic
on multiple platforms, how to divert traffic from the public domain at a lower cost on a large scale, how to improve
the efficiency of private domain transformation and how to ensure overall optimization.
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8.2.3 Prospect of the future universal set operation model
So how can enterprises build their own universal set operation model? Even in a universal set, enterprises should find
a main base (WeChat Ecology seems to be the most suitable at present) and then extend the scope with the main base
as the center. Then, enterprises should grasp the principle of "one data + consistent experience", build a "two-field"
collaboration platform and strike a between short-term benefits and long-term growth.
In the future, digital operations will further leap from one or two enterprises "fighting alone" to the stage of "coconstruction of the whole industry". Enterprises should not only build their own digital systems, but also enhance
their collaborative digital capabilities together with upstream and downstream partners. iClick has reached strategic
cooperation with BaoZun to give full play to the advantages of both parties. It has also provided enterprises with a
universal set service of "integration of front, middle and back office" from SaaS station building, marketing and
operation to payment, procurement, warehousing and performance.
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Enterprise universal set integration operation model

Distribution

The universal set may not be the end point, but if enterprises want to cross the economic cycle and survive, they
should always be keen on changes. Being one step ahead, they will accumulate short-term benefits and finally they
will achieve long-term success.
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Conclusion: Exert the true value of both "sales" and
"marketing"
As it is the beginning of the "14th Five-Year Plan", 2021 has been a crucial year for digital transformation shifting from
single-point attempts to comprehensive development.
With the deeper concentration of digital operation practice, enterprises engaged in advertising and marketing
gradually realize that businesses supported by platform payment traffic distribution will collapse after one hit. When
competitors of enterprises engaged in user operations quickly enter the private domain, the increasingly
homogeneous style of the enterprise will undoubtedly impair the repurchase rate.
Under sustainable business logic, rapid growth and long-term value are not necessarily contradictory and the choice
between incremental and stock mode is not an either-or situation. Based on the ecological layout built by the three
platforms of advertising, retail and data, iClick connects universal set delivery and transformation procedures through
digital "SaaS" technology and "X" services. It also optimizes the utilization efficiency of limited resources and meets
the incremental needs of enterprises. On this basis, iClick helps them switch from incremental mode to stock mode.

• On the one hand, it brings increment to enterprises through intelligent and automated marketing with data and
technology as the core. It connects high-quality online and offline media resources and major platforms for
enterprises including mobile advertising, video advertising and content marketing in order to realize users'
universal set reach.

• On the other hand, it brings stock to enterprises through private and refined operation. It builds an integrated
user data middle office system and manages and operates user assets on the basis of this middle office in order
to enhance the ability of enterprises to serve and retain customers.
Through the cooperation between these two ends, obtaining and retaining customers, improving loyalty and
improving repurchasing rates, iClick can build a consumer-based closed loop for enterprises and help brands achieve
"sales and sales" on the road of new business growth in the digital age!

About iClick Group
iClick (NASDAQ: ICLK), established in 2009, is a leading digital operation enterprise and marketing cloud platform in
China and is committed to using big data technology to help industry customers achieve commercial success. After 12
years of rapid development, it now has branches in 11 major cities around the world, including Shanghai, Hong Kong,
Beijing, Shenzhen, Guangzhou, Hefei, Xi'an, London, Seoul, Singapore and Bangkok. iClick has stably served more than
3,000 large and medium-sized business customers around the world and was listed on NASDAQ in the United States in
2017, described as "the first digital operation share in China" by foreign media.

About iClick College
iClick Interactive Asia Group Limited (NASDAQ:ICLK), a leading enterprise and marketing cloud platform in China, aims
to promote innovation research, industry insights, talent development and project implementation leveraging the
emergence of Big Data, Cloud Computing and AI technologies in the field of what enterprises are looking for to survive
in the market and maintain its growth. Inherent with a vision to infuse “innovative thinking”, we establish a network
and innovation platform, research-based learning system and practical training scheme based on today’s enterprise
business needs on digital transformation and O2O business model. We strive to embrace and foster innovation with
the aim to further drive business growth and development for enterprises, industrial IoT, SaaS, MarTech and other
related fields.
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Declaration
This report was prepared by iClick College, a subsidiary of iClick Group.
The information, opinions and speculations contained in this report only reflect the judgment of iClick on the date of
publication of this report. At different times, iClick may issue reports that are inconsistent with the information,
opinions and speculations contained in this report. iClick does not guarantee that the information contained in this
report will remain up to date. In any case, this report is for readers' reference only.
The images, texts, data and other content in this report are protected by China's intellectual property laws and
regulations. Apart from for the quoted third-party data and other public information, the ownership of the report
belongs to iClick Group. No organization or individual may process, modify or publish the report without the official
written authorization of iClick Group. Your repost or quotation is welcome. For repost or quotation, please contact us
in time and indicate the source.
Please contact us at duanyurong@i-click.com if you have any questions

Market data description
The third-party data and other public information quoted in this report come from the opinions publicly expressed by
senior experts in the industry, government public data and information, macroeconomic data, survey data of wellknown research institutions and corporate financial report data. The above market data are intended to assist the
views in the report and help readers gain market insight. iClick does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness or
reliability of the above information and does not assume any responsibility or obligation for it.

iClick data description
The data analysis provided by iClick in this report comes from iClick's own "Advertising Insight Database" and "Smart
Retail Data Platform". The statistical scope covers some digital marketing customers and smart retail customers
served by iClick and the above data have been desensitized. Apart from the case section, no data included in this
report point to a specific enterprise or individual. At the same time, due to objective factors such as data availability,
some data may not fully reflect the real market situation.

Note: The White Paper in English is for reference only. The White Paper in Chinese shall prevail in case of any
discrepancies.
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Business contacts
Mainland China: sales_cn@i-click.com

Hongkong: sales_hk@i-click.com
Singapore: sales_sea@i-click.com
Bangkok: eric.zheng@i-click.com
Seoul: sales_kr@i-click.com
London: sales_uk@i-click.com
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